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Summary
Few Persons described subjective irritating and annoying high pitched and/or low pitched
noices/sounds, associated with tension headache, vegetative Symptoms (digestion-problems, goose
pimples, ...) and sleep disturbance. Some of the residents considered the symptoms a direct conse-
quence of the erection of a GSM-base station in their neighborhood. Because it was not clear whe-
ther the described symptoms were a psychosmatic reflection of electrophobia or whether there was a
somatic medical background, several parameters were recorded in the homes and in the surround
areas. Conventional acoustic exposure recordings could not explain the hearing phenomena. The
exposure levels to electromagnetic fields in a wide frequency range were magnitudes below current
exposure limits at any time.

Some of the residents reported that head-covers produced out of aluminium foil eased or modified
the high pitched tones. This was confirmed for three out of four people in a double blind study. The
contextual implications of the aluminium foil effects remain enigmatic in the light of the infrasonic
signal findings.

The recording of infrasonic signals in the homes revealed some very low frequency signals with a
high amplitude consistency as typical for technical sources like turbines or AC/DC-converters. In-
frasonic signals were reported to produce symptoms similar to the ones reported by the sufferers. In
a blind study some, not all of the sufferers recognized their phenomenon independently from each
other when exposed to infrasonic signals at 21.8 Hz under laboratory conditions.

Our results imply that the reported symptoms may be a psychosomatic reaction in some cases,
however the most likely explanation for the symptoms seem to be impact of electrical technical devi-
ces. In one case we were able to locate and identify the source of disturbing signals. The phenomena
were attributed to a ventillator of a GSM base station and a water pump of a local heating station, by
several times switching on and off the devices. We did not succeed to localize the original source of
infrasonic signal by comparing different amplitudes at different locations in other cases.

Background
Since about summer 1996 some persons describe impaired well being and disturbed sleep, they suf-
fer from irritating characteristic noise. The number of cases is rather small, but still slowly growing. In
some cases the sufferers considered a recently erected GSM-basestation the reason for their conditi-
on. Typically the suspected basestations were found on the roof of the house or in a distance of
about 30 to 700 meters from the house.
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Documented places with hearing sensations

No. of pesons male / female
Gross Enzersdorf, Austria 12 4/8
City of Salzburg, Austria 1 1/0
Innsbruck, Austria 1 0/1
Keutschachersee Carinthia, Austria 3 0/3
Korneuburg, Austria 3 1/2
Vienna 1030, Austria 1 0/1
Vienna 1060, Austria 2 0/1
Vienna 1120 , Austria 1 1/0
Vienna 1150, Austria 1 1/1
Vienna 1170, Austria 3 2/1
Vienna 1180, Austria 1 0/1
London – Heathrow,GB 1 0/1
Canada 1 1/0
Sweden 1 0/1
total 32 11/21
Age distribution in years 18 - 75

Symptoms
Besides a number of unspecific stress-type symptoms the sufferers describe sensations in the ear,
tension headache, tension of the skin and sleep disturbances. The ear sensations are described as
irritating throbbing pain in the outer ear, which is accompanied by a nasty hearing sensation. The
tone or noice is either very low or of a very high pitch, the same individual describes to suffer from
one or from both sound types.

Characteristic for the high tone is it's continuity. It is compared with: high pitched buzzing of a
swarm of bees, the whirring of a moskito, "like a dentist´s drill", it can have a metallic tinny sound.
Descriptions for the low frequency tone/noise are: buzzing, growling, throbbing, droneing, like a old
diesel engine, like a distant old aeroplane, like a pump, or "a tone arround 140 Hz".

The associated sleep disturbances are described by the sufferers as wakening at certain times like
between 1.00 am and 3.00 am.

Medical findings and signs
Some of the sufferers had extensive medical investigations, including neurological and  ENT tests,
audiogrammes, heart and circulation testing, hormonal status, tumormarkers, general serum analysis
and test for rheumatism. None of the investigations revealed signs for a psychosomatic, psychiatric or
organic disorder.

Physical parameters and experiments

Soundranging

The documentation of conventional sound revealed no hint for an acoustic nature of the phenome-
na. In one case a governmental official sound ranging engineer confirmed and documented his sub-
jectiv impression of a sound, while he was unable to physically determine it. The document describes
that his subjective impression of a sound correlates well with the impression of a sufferer.
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Electromagnetic field recording

The recording of electromagnetic fields in the low frequency range and high frequency range up to
40 GHz, in particular in the GSM-range (860 MHz to 960 MHz) revealed values far below the current
exposure limit of about 6 W/m² at any time.

In a blind study the fields of individual frequency lines out of the GSM-range were recorded over
time. At the same time the sufferers recorded the subjectiv hearing sensation. Their indications were
converted into nummerical values ranging from 0 to 3 (0-no sensation, 1-just recognizeable, 2-clearly
recognizeable, 3-strong sensation). The transformed values were paired and compared to the EMF-
parameters on basis of time. There was no correlation with low frequency magnetic fields (60 Hz)
and the analogue mobile phone EMF-signal (900 MHz-range). We could not detect any correlation
between the sum of the EMF field strength of all the frequencies in the GSM-range (943.2 to 958.8
MHz).

The lack of any kind of correlation between the transcribed subjective indications and the recorded
EMF-field strengths suggests that the recorded parameters are not linked to the described symptoms.
Interestingly a comparison of some single frequency lines (i.e. 947.8, 954.6 und 958.4) revealed a
highly significant correlation with the transcribed subjective indications provided that at the same
time the field strength of the next lower frequency (947 MHz and 953.2 MHz respectively) was
found to be close to the average field strengths of the other frequency lines.

The increase and decrease of the three described single frequencies was positively correlated with the
severity of the symptoms.

The applied statistical test was heuristic (actively exploring the datapool for matching values), this
implies that even high degrees of signifcance may be purely coincidental as long as the test is not
repeated and confirmed. Without further conclusive data it does not support a causal link between
exposure to GSM-frequencies and the described symptoms.

Still, the following conclusions can be drawn: Even in the case that electromagnetic fields can causally
be linked to the symptoms it is very unlikely that the GSM-frequencies can cause these syptoms alo-
ne. Assuming an equally even distribution of sensitive people, the symptomes are rather rare in com-
parison with the frequency of base stations. Theoretically we would have to postulate an other
crossmodulating frequency that produces a biologically active field.

The sufferers concluded that their conditions must be caused by electromagnetic fields because they
experienced a beneficial effect of wearing head covers folded out of aluminium. This reported effect
of metal foil was confirmed in a double blind study in over 600 hundred tests. The sufferers could
reliably discriminate identically looking metal containing head covers from shame head covers (alumi-
nium replaced by paper). In one test series four employees of the Austrian mobile phone industry
served as negative controlls, they found it impossible to discriminate the different head covers by any
means. In the context of the following experiments the implication of this result still remains enigma-
tic.

Infra sonic signals

The ranging of infrasonic signals in and arround the homes of the sufferers revaled low frequency
signals (e.g. 10 Hz,  21.8 Hz, 60 Hz, 130 Hz and 259 Hz). When the sufferers were exposed to in-
frasonic signals under laboratory and blinded conditions, they indepently from each responded to the
frequency of 21.8 Hz, which they repeatedly recognized. The blind exposure consistently reproduced
their subjective phenomena. Because infrasonic signals were reported to cause sympathetic stimmu-
lation, and because we were able to reproduce the sufferers symptoms by exposing them to the fre-
quencies recorded at their homes, we believe to have found the cause for their symptoms.

Infrasonic signals have a wavelenght of several meters and can travel several kilometers, depending
on conductivity and resonance abilities of the ground, hence the source is difficult to locate. Further-
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more the intensity of the phenomena fluctuated over time. This can can explain why the first attempt
to localise the source by comparing amplitudes at different locations to obtain a vector towards the
source were unsuccessful. In one case we were able to positively identify the sources by switching on
and off a ventilator of a GSM base station and a water pump of a local heating station.

Condensed Abstract
For some sufferers we could rule out that the syptoms merely correspond to a psychosomatic reac-
tion after the erection of a GSM mast.

We were able to find the signal which is at least partly, if not fully, responsible for the sufferers phe-
nomena. The sufferers well being is not impared by conventional sound and noise. The main reason
for the phenomena was identified to be infrasonic signal. Currently we have no explanation why the
symptoms in few sufferers correlated well with some electromagnetic parameters. In one case we
positively identified the signal sources. It was the ventilator of a base station and the water pump of
a local heating plant.


